
Picture is German Enigma Machine
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Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
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Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
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We don’t care much about cryptanalysis, except we want our stuff to not be susceptible to 

it.
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Network traffic travels unencrypted by default

Hard drives can be stolen

Integrity: want to make sure that malicious user did not alter data in transit

Authenticated Encryption with Associated Data

Hash-based Message Authentication Code

Non-repudiation is a legal term.  Author of a statement/document will not be able to 

challenge the authorship; contract.

Electronic digital signature only indicates that the signer had the private key

In my opinion, true non-repudiation requires witnesses
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Modular arithmetic

One-Time Pad is provably secure, because each plaintext has equal probability; key is same 

length as data

Key must be transferred out of band
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Box that requires one key to lock or unlock

DES-1978, never broken, 56 bit keys insufficient

Data Encryption Standard

Advanced Encryption Standard
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Made this algorithm up to work similar to AES

AES works on binary data

Need to pad message to fill the last block

S box selection is very important, NSA modified DES sbox in 1978.

Mix columns in AES uses an invertible linear transformation based on polynomial 

multiplication over a Finite/Galois Field, but the calculation does not change so this can be 

represented by a lookup table in a practical implementation

In AES, these steps are done 10 times for AES128, 12 times for AES192 and 14 times for 

AES256

AES also uses a “Key Expansion” function to mix up the keys for each round

26^9 possible keys = 5 trillion possible keys, or about 42 bits of security

Single CPU could brute force through all possible keys in about 20 minutes, assuming one 

attempt per clock cycle
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With block ciphers such as AES, patterns in data longer than 1 block will be easy to spot
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Box that required one key to lock, but a separate key to unlock

Protecting private key is very important
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Primes are not completely tested, probable primes are determined using Miller-Rabin 

primality test

Math behind proving this works and is secure is somewhat complicated

Safe prime is (2p+1) where p is also prime

A prime number q is a strong prime if q + 1 and q − 1 both have some large prime factors

e is usually chosen to be 65537 (2^16 +1)

Can be computed efficiently using exponentiation by squaring

Small messages are bad: 0,1

For signatures, messages is hashed before being signed

Message must be padded (OAEP = Optimal Assymetric Encryption Padding)

For digital signatures, e and d are flipped

Attack using general number field sieve
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Private key must not be shared with anyone, if so, attacker could create a counterfeit 

website and/or decrypt traffic
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Third party interaction not required for every communication

Browser should check periodically to see if any certificates in the chain have been revoked

Must revoke certificates where private key is compromised
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Internally, many hash functions work similar to block ciphers

A hash function ideally can operate on arbitrary message length, so there are an infinite 

number of possible messages

Birthday problem: with just 23 people in a room, the probability that two of them share the 

same birthday is 50%, 70 people = 99.9%

Birthday problem is approximated by the square root function

Sqrt(2^128) = 2^64
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A message is like a document or a file
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Computationally, this is done with problems that are NP-Complete

Hamitonian Path through a large graph
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Online attack is easy to mitigate with lockout function or by throttling login attempts

Biggest concern is an offline attack, which happens if the attacker gets direct access to the 

password database

Salts should be considered public.

The salt should be large enough so that no two users share the same salt.

Secure Remote Password Protocol
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Notice that 1 digit change in the salt completely changes the resultant hash

Bcrypt/Scrypt

Recommended salt size is at least 64 bits
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Cryptography is applied statistics, we are trying to make the likelihood of our data being 

decrypted meet chosen statistical criteria with the least amount of computational work

Passing a statistical randomness test does not necessarily mean that the data is 

cryptographically random

Saying that something is encrypted is not enough

What algorithm was used?

What implementation was used?

Who has the key?  

How is it stored?

Snowden Leaks, ECC weak curve
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